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A logic system including an array of input push buttons, 
a scale, a postage printer, and a money changer per 
forms all the necessary steps in calculating the postage 
required by parcels. The system includes a memory 
containing all the postage charges applicable to any 
given combination of weight, class of postage, delivery 
zone, and special service. When a parcel has been 
placed upon the system scale and after appropriate ' 
class, zone, and special-service push buttons have been 
depressed, the logic system computes postage by sum 
ming the applicable postage charges which are re 
trieved from the system memory. The “system then 
accepts money, makes change, and prints out an appro 
priate postage label for attachment to the parcel. 

13 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures 
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LOGIC SYSTEM FOR' A POSTAL FACILITY 

The present invention relates to logical systems, and 
more particularly to a system for computing and print 
ing postage and for also accepting and changing 
money. 

In the past, it has been customary for parcel postage 
computations to be carried out by a clerk with the assis 
tance of a scale and postage rate charts. The clerk 
would first weigh the parcel and then check the chart 
to determine theapplicable basic postage charge. The 
clerk would then add the cost of any special services 
requested and would manually sum the charges to de 
termine the total applicable postage charge. The clerk 
would then stamp the parcel with an indication that the 
postage had been paid and would collect the postage 
charge from the patron. This procedure has always 
been slow and time consuming, and often errors occur 
in the clerk’s computations. Heretofore, the extreme 
complexity of the charts used in computing postage has 
made it necessary that the postage rates be calculated 
by a clerk and not by a machine. 
The primary object of the present invention is there 

fore the production of an automated mechanism which 
can calculate parcel postage, accept money and make 
change, and print out an indication that the postage has 
been paid. Another object of the invention is to equip 

- such a mechanism with an alterable memory vhaving 
room to store all of the applicable postage rates and 
which may‘ be readily updated whenever the rates 
change. A further object of the present invention is the 
inclusion in such a mechanism of means for adding the 

, cost of special services to the computed postage and for 
providing aprinted indication of the special service 
which were requested and paid for. ' 

in accordance with these and other objects, the pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention comprises 
brie?y a system which can calculate postage, make 
change, and print out a record of postage and special 
services purchased. The system includes a front panel 
having a plurality of selector switches or push buttons 
which present to the patron all possible combinations 
of postage and special services which may be pur 
chased. The system additionally includes scales upon 
which the patron may place ,his parcel and also means 
for accepting the patron’s money and for making 
change. The system includes a memory within which 
are stored the postage rates applicable to differing 
types of services and a printer capable of printing out 
an itemized list of the items'wich make up the total 
postage cost of mailing a parcel. 
A patron wishing to purchase postage for a parcel 

places the parcel upon the system scales and then de 
presses an appropriate combination of push buttons in 
dicating the class of postage desired, the postal zone to 
which the parcel is to be mailed, the insured value or 
registered value of the parcel (if any), and whether spe 
cial delivery, special handling, certified delivery, or re 
stricted delivery is desired. Under the control of the 
push buttons and scales, logic circuitry continuously 
scans and retrieves from the system memory the cost of 
the services requested. These costs are summed by an 
arithmetic unit. The cost of each individual service and 
also the total cost of all services are displayed for the 
benefit of the patron. 

I The logic circuitry continuously scans the push but 
tons and updates the displayed costs. To the eye of the 
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2 
patron, the displayed costs appear to change instanta 
neously when a new combination of push buttons'is de 
pressed. ‘ 

When the patron has made his final selection, he 
presses a selection complete push button and then in 
serts dollar bills and coins into a money accepter. The 
money accepter continues to accept the patron’s 
money until the amount accepted is equal to or greater 
than the total cost of the services selected. The money 
accepter then refuses to accept any more money. The 
patron is then given the option of requesting either‘ 
postage or cancellation and a refund of his money. If 
the patron requests postage, a format generator is 
placed in operation. The format generator obtains the 
costs from their normal locations in the system memory 
and transfers the costs to a separate location within the 
memory along with printing format instructions whose 
purpose is to control the ‘operation of the system 
printer. The costs and the format instructions are then 
fed out of the system memory and are supplied to a 
printer control logic as needed to control the operation 
of the system printer. The system printer prints out a 
postage slip for the patron. Simultaneously, a change 
maker dispenses change such that the amount dis 
pensed plus the total charge for postage equals the 
amount deposited. The patron takes the postage slip 
and attaches it to his parcel. A second copy of the post 
age slip is also provided for the patron’s records, and 
a third copy is retained by the system. If the patron re 
quests cancellation and a ‘refund, all of the money 
which he has deposited is returned and the system isyre 
turned to its standby state. ' ' 

When the postage costs are to be altered, the new 
costs are fed into the system memory locations which 
the old costs occupied. No alteration of the system‘ logi 
cal structure is required to alter the costs stored within 
the system. ' 

In addition to calculating postage, the system main 
tains running totals of the amounts collected for each 
type of postal service. Whenever a patron requests 
postage, the system reads the costs out of the system 
memory in accordance with the push button selections 
of the patron and adds the costs to running cost totals 
stored within a special section of the system memory. 
At periodic intervals, a supervisory employee with a 
proper key can cause the system to print out these run 
ning total costs. The running total costs can be com 
pared to the amount of money removed from the sys~ 
tern as a check on the honesty of other employees who 
periodically remove money from the system. 

Further objects and advantages of the present inven 
tion are apparent in the detailed description which fol 
lows and in the drawings. The features of novelty which 
characterizelthe invention are pointed out with particu 
larity in the claims annexed to and forming a part of 
this specification. ‘ ' 

In the drawings: I 
'FIG. 1 is an elevational view of the front panel of a 

postal facility designed in accordance with the present 
invention; . . 

FIG. 2 is an overview block diagram of the preferred 
embodiment of‘ the invention; 
FIGS. 3A, 3B, andv 3C together form a block diagram I 

of the logic which is used to scan the system push but 
tons, to retrieve corresponding costs from the system 
memory, and to display the costs to the patron; 
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FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the logic which is used 
to count the money deposited by a patron and to calcu 
late the amount of change which is returned to a pa 

tron; 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the-format logic which 

retrieves costs corresponding to the selections- indi 
cated by the push buttons from the system memory, 
formats the costs, adds appropriate control instructions 
to the costs, and feeds the resultant formatted data 
back into the system memory; 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of the printer control logic 

which reads control data out of the system memory and 
generates the necessary signals for controlling the sys~ 
tem printer; and ' 

FIG. 7 illustrates how FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3C are to 
be assembled. 
Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 2 is a block dia 

gram of a logic system 200 for a postal facility designed 

15 

in accordance with the present invention. The system ' 
200 is placed in operation when the patron inserts 25 
cents into a coin accepter 201. The coin accepter 201 
causes change circuits 202 to generate a 25 cents DE 
POSITED signal which sets a ?ip-?op 203. An output 
of the ?ip-?op 203 causes a gate 204 to terminate a 25 
cents NOT DEPOSITED signal, thus causing an OR 
gate 205 to disable the coin accepter 201 and prevent 
the immediate acceptance of more coins. The output of 
the ?ip-?op 203 is also fed as an ENABLE signal to an 
array of selection push buttons 206. The patron then 
makes his selection as to class and zone of postage, in 
surance, registration, and whatever else he desires 
using the selection push buttons 206 which are shown 
in FIGS. 1 and 2. ' 

The patron’s parcel is placed upon’ scales 207. The 
scales 207 generate a digital signal outpu which repre 
sents the weight of the parcel. The digital signal output 
from the scales 207 and additional output signals gen 
erated by the selection push buttons 206 are repeatedly 
checked by a customer service and weight logic 208 
(marked “C8. + W.L.” in FIG. 2). The logic 208 cal- 
culates the addresses within a memory 210 of charges 
that are applicable to the services requested by the se 
lection push buttons 206 for a parcel weighing the 
amount indicated by the scales‘ 207. The applicable 
charges are repeatedly presented by the memory 210 
and displayed by digital displays 212 so that the patron 
may have an advance indication of the cost of each ser 
vice which he has requested. The charges are also fed 
to a scanning, arithmetic, and daily totals logic circuit 
214 where the individual charges are summed in an 
arithmetic unit (not shown in FIG. 2). A total cost is 
then fed from the arithmetic unit to the displays 212 so 
that the patron can see the total cost of the postage 
which he has selected. The logic circuits 208 and 214 
continuously update the material presented to the dis 
plays 212 Ma fast enough rate so that the displays ap 
pear to change instantaneously when the patron 
changes one of his selections by depressing the selec 
tion push buttons 206. . 
When the patron has completed his selection, he 

presses a selection complete push button 216. If the 
customer has properly selected a postal zone and class, 
as indicated by a ZONE AND CLASS SELECTED sig 
nal generated by the logic 208, and AND gate 218 al 
lows a signal generated by the selection complete push 
button 216 to pass through the gate 218 and to set a 
?ip-?op 220. The output of the ?ip-?op 220 is called 
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4 
the SELECTION COMPLETE signal. The SELEC 
TION COMPLETE signal directly enables a dollar bill 
accepter 224 and also passes through the OR gate 205 
and indirectly enables the coin accepter 201. In addi— 
tion, the SELECTION COMPLETE signal stops the 
scanning,-arithmetic, and daily totals logic 214 from 
updating the displays 212 and partially enables an AND 
gate 222. 
The patron now inserts dollar bills into the bill ac 

cepter 224 and inserts change into the coin accepter 
201. When the change circuits 202 determine that the 
amount deposited exceeds the amount which is to be 
charged, the change circuits 202 generate a signal 
which also partially enables the AND gate 222. 

' The patron now has the choice of depressing a push 
for postage push button 226 or of depressing a cancel 
and refund button 228. If the patron chooses to push 
the push for postage push button 226, the AND gate 
222 is fully enabled and sets a ?ip-?op 230. An output 
of the ?ip-?op 230 causes the change circuits 202 to 
give the proper amount of change to the patron—the 
difference vbetween the cost of the postage and the 
amount deposited. The same output of the flip-?op 230 
also causes an escrow mechanism232, in which the pa 
tron’s money is stored, to accept the patron’s money. 
Thee ?ip-?op 230 output also causes the scanning, 
arithmetic, and daily totals logic 214 to add the costs 
involved in the transaction to the running total amounts 
stored within the memory 210 and causes a program 
mer 234 and the scanning, arithmetic, and daily totals 
logic 214 to retrieve the costs from the core memory 
210, to add printer control information to the costs, 
and to replace the formatted cost data and printer con 
trol instructions within the memory 210. Finally, after 
a suitable time delay, the ?ip-?op 230 output energizes 
a printer logic 236 to retrieve the formatted charge and 
printer control information from core memory at a 
slow speed and to sue this information to control the 
actuation of the system printer. When the printing of 
postage has been completed, the printer logic 236 gen 
erates a signal which passes through two OR gates 238 
and 240 to reset all components of the system. The 
printer mechanism is disclosed in a contemporaneously 
?led application Ser. No. 213,879 in the names of 
Charles R. Levesque et al., which application is as 
signed to the same assignee as the present application 
and which application is hereby incorporated by refer 
ence into the present application. 

If the patron chooses to depress the cancel and re 
fund button 228, a signal is generated which passes 
through an AND gate 242 that is enabled by the ab 
sence of a signal at the output of the ?ip-?op 230 and 
sets the ?ip-?op 244. The ?ip-?op 244 then generates 
a CANCEL AND REFUND signal. The CANCEL 
AND REFUND signal causes the escrow 232 to return 
the patron’s money and also passes through the OR 
gates238 and 240 and resets the system 200. Thee flip 
?op 244 output signal, after passing through a 'time 
delay 246 and a one-shot 248, resets the ?ip-?op 244 
and thus is self-terminating. 
The core memory 210 has a read/write control 250 

which determines whether the memory 210 accepts 
new data or presentsstored data. The read/write con 
trol 250 is driven by a number of the system 200 ele 
ments, as is indicated in FIG. 2 and as is explained‘more 
fully below. In addition, the core memory 210 has ad 
dress, cycle initiateLand data input terminals each of 
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which may be connected to any one of three or four in 
puts depending upon the setting of a 28-pole, solid 
state switch control 252. As in the case of the read/ 
write control 250, the switch control 252 is placed in 
differing states by elements of the system 200 as is re 
quired. _ 

The discussion which follows is broken into four 
major sections, and each of the four sections is accom 
panied by a single figure. The four sections correspond 
to the four major operations which are carried out by 
the present invention: The retrieval and the display of, 
charges are carried out by the logic shown in FIG. 3; 
the collection of money and the return of change are 
carried out by the logic shown in FIG. 4', the formatting ' 
of charges and control instructions for the printer is 
carried out by the logic shown in FIG. 5; and the actual 
control of the printer is carried out by the logic shown 
in FIG. 6. ' 

The logic elements which participate in retrieving 
postal charges from the core memory and displaying 
charges to the patron are shown in FIG. 3. FIG. 3 in 
cludes three sections, FIG. 3A, FIG. 3B, and FIG. 3C. 
The three sections are assembled as indicated in FIG. 
7. The push buttons which the patron'actuates, the 
scales, and the logic used to generate memory address 
signals corresponding to combinations ' of parcel 
weights and push button selections are shown in FIG. 
3A. These memory address signals are used to access 
charges stored in the core memory 210 shown in FIG. 
3C under the control of logic control circuitry shown 
primarily in FIG. 3B. The displays 212 are. shown in 
FIG.‘ 3C, and the arithmetic logic which sums the 
charges appears at the center of FIG. 3C. 
Eight arrays of mutually resettable push buttons are 

' provided within‘ the system 200. With reference to 
FIGS. land 3A, the arrays are as follows: 
Zone push buttons 302; 
Class push buttons 304; 
Insurance push buttons 306; 
Registered push buttons 308; 
Special delivery push buttons 310; 
Special handling push buttons 312; 
Certified delivery push buttons 314; and 
Restricted delivery push buttons 316. 
As a means for recording which push button was the 

last to be depressed within’ each array, each array of 
push buttons 302, 304, 306, 308, 310, 312, 314, and 
316 is equipped with a corresponding array of reset-set 
?ip-?ops 303, 305, 307, 309, 311, 313, 315, and 317 
(FIG. 3A). When any push button is depressed, the 
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corresponding reset-set ?ip-?op in the corresponding ' 
array of ?ip-?ops is also set. The setting of a ?ip-?op 
causes a reset control to clear all of the flip-?ops asso 
ciated with other push buttons in the same array. Some 
times the reset control also clears all the ?ip-?ops in an 
adjacent array as well. Six reset controls 318, 320, 322, 
324, 326, and 328 are provided and are interconnected 
as shown in FIG. 3A. The reset controls contain con 
ventional logic circuitry for supplying a reset pulse to 
all ?ip-?ops in an array or arrays whenever a single ?ip 
?op is locked in the set state by depression of the corre 
sponding push button. Some special services cannot be 
properly selected simultaneously with other special ser 
vices, so the reset controls for the special services are 
designed to prevent redundant selection by cancelling 
out all selections which are inconsistent with the most 
recent selection. For example, the reset controls 322 
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and 324 for the insured and registered arrays of push 
buttons are interconnected so that only one ?ip-?op 
corresponding to one push button in both arrays may 
be set at any given time. The reset control 326 similarly 
interconnects the special delivery and special handling 
push buttons 310 and 312, and the reset control 328 
interconnects the certi?ed and restricted delivery push 
buttons 314 and 316. Only one YES push button in ei 
ther of these composite arrays may be depressed at any 
one time. The push buttons are illuminated from the 
rear by illumination means which are actuated by the 
corresponding ?ip-?ops. After a push button is de 
pressed, the push button remains illuminated until an 
other selection is made. 
The scales 207 and a scale control 330 are connected 

to an ounce counter 332 and to a pound counter 334 
in such a manner that the weight of the parcel placed 
on the scale 207 is registered on the counters 332 and 
334. The counters 332 and 334 are conventional up 
down counters and are driven by separate up'and down 
pulse signals supplied by the scale control 330. The ' 
scale control 330 derives the up and down pulse signals 
from a two-phase pulse signal that vis generated by the 
scales 207. The two-phase pulse signal comprises 
pulses on two lines-which are'out of phase with one an 
other and which represent movements of the scales 207 
corresponding to one ounce increments of weight or to 
any other convenient weight increment. The two-.phase 
pulse signal may be generated in anyconvenient man 
ner. If the scales 207 have a platform that moves as a 
load is applied, for example, alternate black and white 
stripes carried by the platform can be sensed, by a pair 
of photocells, and the photocells may be staggered so 
as to generate pulse signals that are out-of-phase with 
one another. The counters 332 and 334 count in the up 
or in the down direction depending upon the phasing 
of the two pulse signals and are thus able to follow 
movements of the scales 207. A suitable scale control 
module is part no. BC-8l3 and a suitable up-down 
counter is partno. BC-800, both manufactured by the 
Tyco Instrument Division, Waltham, Mass. 
The display of postage rates to the patron does not 

begin until the patron has selected a zone and class and 
until the scales 207 have settled. When these three con 
ditions are ful?lled, an AND gate 338 generates a 
ZONE AND CLASS SELECTED signal which starts 
the scanning and arithmetic sections of the invention. 
The AND gate 338 is enabled whenever a flip-flop in 
each of the arrays 303 and 305 is set indicating that a 
zone and class selection have been made, and when a 
zero motion detector 336 determines that no more 
pulses are being generated by the scale control 330. 
The detector 336 can comprise, for example, a delayed 
pulse generator that generates a pulse after-a fixed 
delay interval, but that is re-initiated each time a pulse 
is given off by the scale control 330. > 
The display of costs to the patron is initiated by the 

ZONE AND CLASS SELECTED signal. This signal 
passes through an AND gate 340 and an OR gate 342 
(FIG. 3B) and enables a gate 344 (FIG-.3C) to allow 
pulses from a high frequency clock 346 to advance seri 
ally connected counters 348 and v350. The counter 348 
is a decimal counter having 10 outputs which are ener 
gized sequentially in response to pulses from the clock 
346. The counter 350 is a binary counter which ad 
vances one count each time the counter 348 resets it 
self. The two counters 348 and 350 together generate 
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all the necessary control signals for computing ad 
dresses inn accordance with the settings of the push 
buttons 206 and the scales 207, for retrieving from the 
core memory 210 the charges stored in the speci?ed 
addresses, and for presenting the charges to the dis 
plays 212. 
The counter 348 establishes the basic cycle for ac~ 

cessing the memory 210 and for transferring data from 
the memory 210 to the displays 212. The steps carried 
out at each count are indicated in the following table: 
0 — set memory to read 

1 —~ reset A and B registers 354 and 356 
2 —— enabledata address gate 358 
3 -— initiate core memory cycle 
4 —— enable B register 356 and individual cost display 

gates 362, 364, 366, and 368 
5 — enable total cost address gate 374 
6 — initiate memory cycle 
7 —— enable A register 354 and total cost display gate 
369 

8 —- set memory to write 

9 - initiate memory cycle. 
The above steps carry out the following sequence of 

operations. First, a read/write ?ip-?op 352 is set to the 
read position so that the core memory 210 is adjusted 
to output data. Two arithmetic registers 354 and 356 
are then cleared to zero. A lO-line data address gate 
358 is then enabled by a ?ip-?op 360 and a core mem 
ory read cycle is initiated. At this time, the memory ad 
dress of a desired postal charge is presented by the gate 
358 to the address input of the core memory 210. The 
charge stored in this address therefore appears at the 
core memory 210 data output. This charge is immedi 
ately loaded into the register B (356) and also into one 
of the displays 212 by a signal which passes through a 
gate 361 to the register B (356) and which also passes 
through one of the gates 362, 364, 366, or 368 to one 
of the displays 212 depending upon which of the dis 
plays 212 the charge is to be routed to. The displays 
212 each comprises a conventional array of storage 
?ip-?ops and an array of neon-?lled digital display 
tubes each of which can display any digit between 0 
and 9. The ?ip-?op 360 is then reset so that a total cost 
address 370 is passed through data gates 372 and 374 
to the address input of the core memory 210. Another 
memory read cycle is then initiated, and a total cost is 
entered into the A register 354. This total cost can also 
be entered into the total cost visual display 
3060(FIGS.1 and 3C), but only if a gate 369 is enabled 
by a scan decoder 378 at a particular setting of the 
counter 350. A binary coded decimal (BCD) arithme 
tic unit 376 now calculates the sum of the total cost and 
the new cost. These costs are presented by the registers 
A and B (354 and 356). The arithmetic unit 376 pres» 
ents this sum to the data input of the core memory 210. 
A memory write cycle is then initiated. Since the ad 
dress input to the core memory 210 is still connected 
to the total cost address 370, the sum presented by the 
arithmetic unit 376 is loaded back into the total cost 
address within the core memory 210. In this manner, 
costs successively presented at the output of the mem 
ory 210 can be summed, and the resultant sum can be 
presented to the display 3060. 
The binary counter 350 determines precisely what 

event happensduring each complete cycle of the de 
cade counter 348. As the counter 350 advances, ad 
dresses of costs are successively extracted from the ar 
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8 
rays of push buttons 206 and are modi?ed, where nec 
essary, by the parcel weight as indicated by the count 
ers 332 and 334. During each such cycle, the contents 
of one core memory location is fed to one of the dis 
plays 212 and is also added to a running total of all 
costs that is maintained in the total cost address within 
the core memory 210. After the arrays of push buttons 
have been scanned, another cycle is carried out to re 
trieve the total cost from the total cost address and to 
place this total cost into the total cost display 3060. At 
this time, the scan decoder 378 enables the AND gate 
369. A ?nal cycle is then carried out during which zero 
is loaded into the total cost address. This is a standard 
cycle in all respects except that the scan decoder 378 
disables the two gates 361 and 363 and thus causes zero 
to be loaded into the registers A and B (354 and 356). 
The adder 376 adds zero to zero and presents zero to 
the memory 210 data input during the memory write 
cycle. Hence, zero is stored in the total cost address. 
The two counters 348 and 350 then reset to zero count, 
and the entire procedure is ‘repeated again and again. 
The pulse repetition rate of the clock 346 is chosen 

to be high enough so that the displayed data is updated 
many times a second, too fast for the eyes to detect any 
?icker in the displays 212. Insofar as the patron is con 
cerned, each time he depresses a new push button, the 
displays 212 are updated instantaneously. 
The gate 344 is held enabled by a CYCLE COM 

PLETE signal generated by the scan decoder 378. This 
signal passes through gates 376, 340, and 342 in its 
noninverted form and through the gate 378 in its in 
verted form to continuously hold the gate 344 enabled. 
When a patron has completed his selection, he de» 
presses the selection complete push button 216 (FIGS. 
1 and 2) and causes the generation of a SELECTION 
COMPLETE signal (see FIG. 2). The SELECTION 
COMPLETE signal, in inverted form, disables the 
AND gate 376 and thus causes the scanning procedure 
to stop the next time the CYCLE COMPLETE signal 
is generated by the scan decoder 378. In this manner, 
the updating of the display continues until the patron 
depresses the selection complete push button and is 
ready to deposit his money. 
When the patron has ?nished depositing his money 

and is ready to receive his postage, he depresses the 
push for postage push button 226 (FIGS. 1 and 2) 
which sets a ?ip-?op 230 (FIGS. 2 and 3B). The ?ip 
flop 230 (FIG. 38) causes a one-shot multivibrator to 
set a ?ip-?op 380. The ?ip-?op 380 initiates a‘special 
cycle of the counters 348 and 350 during whichv the 
charges are added to running totals of charges which 
are maintained in a special running total section of the 
memory 210. The output signal developed by the ?ip 
flop 380 passes through the gates 378 and 342, and en 
ables the gate 344 to pass clock pulses from the clock 
346 to the counters 348 and 350. The output signal de 
veloped by the ?ip-?op 380 also disables the gate 372 
and enables an alternative array of gates 382 which 
connect the ten-line gate 347 to the binary output of 
the counter 350. The gate 382 supplies additional, pre 
set bits to the counter 350 output lines so as to form a 
complete, ten-line address signal. A single, complete 
cycle of the counters 348 and 350 is then carried out 
in exactly the manner heretofore described except that 
the data charges are now added to the individual run 
ning total addresses rather than into a single total cost 
address. When this cycle has run to completion, the 
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amount which the patron is charged for each individual 
service is re?ected in the updated running total amount 
for that particular type of service. The cycle is termi- v 
nated when the scan decoder 378 causes a one-shot 
384 to reset the ?ip-?op 380, thus terminating the sig 
nal which enables the gate 344. 
A portion of the scan decoder 378 appears in FIG. 

3A and is called the scan decoder 378’. It is .used to 
control the extraction of address data from the count-_ 
crs 332 and 334 and from the push button, arrays 206. 
For any given setting of the counter 350 (FIG. 3B), the 
scan decoder 378' (FIG. 3A) causes a unique address 
to be applied to'the lO-line address cable entering the 
lO-line gate 358 (FIG. 3B). This unique address speci 
fies which charge within the core memory 210 is to be 
retrieved and displayed. 
During the ?rst scanning cycle, the charge for basic 

postage is_extracted from the core memory 210. This 
rate may be dependent upon the weight in ounces or in 
pounds of the parcel and is also dependent upon the 
class of service selected, and in some cases upon the 
zone to which the‘ parcel is to be delivered. The scan 
decoder 378’ causes a gate select logic 3002 to enable 
either a pound weight gate 3004 or an ounce weight 
gate 3006. A weight logic circuit 3008 determines 
which of the two gates 3004 or 3006 is actuated in de 
pendence upon the weight of the parcel in ounces as 
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indicated by the counter 332 and upon the settings of ‘ 
the class push buttons 304. Ounce postal rates are used 
for ?rst class parcels weighing 13 ounces or less, for air 
parcel post parcels weighing 7 ounces or less, and for 
third class parcels weighing less than 16 ounces‘. In any 
of these cases, the weight logic 308 causes the weight 
in ounces to pass through the ounce weight gate 3006 
to four of the 10 address lines along with a six-bit preset 
code generated by a preset encoder 3010. The particu 
lar preset code is determined in part by the settings of 
the class push buttons 304, as indicated. In this way, a 
unique address is generated for each combination of 
class and ounce weight. The corresponding postage 
charges are stored in the designated addresses within 
the core memory 210. 
Pound rates are in effect for first class parcels weigh 

ing more than 13 ounces, for air parcel post parcels 
weighing more than 7 ounces, for third class parcels 
weighing a pound or more, and for all fourth class par 
eels. Whenever the class push buttons 304 and the 
ounce counter 332 indicate that pound rates are to be 
used, the weight logic 3008 disables the ounce weight 
gate 3006 and enables in its place the pound weight 
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gate 3004. The pound weight gate 3004 presents to the ' 
l0-linc address cable a 10-bit address which may in 
clude a binary number representing the weight ‘in 
pounds, another binary number representing the postal 
zone, and a final binary number representing the class 
of postage as indicated ‘by the push buttons 304. In this 
manner, a unique address within the'core memory 210 
is established for every possible combination of pound 
weight, zone, and class. ‘ 
The same line from the scan decoder 378' (FIG. 3A) 

which enables the gate select logic 3002 also enables an 
AND gate 362 (FIG. 3C) that allows the basic postage 
charge to be displayed in a basic postage display 3012 
when the charge is fed out of the memory 210. The - 
basic postage charge is also fed into the B register 35,6 
and is placed in the total cost address location within 
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the memory 210. The total cost address location ini 
tially contains zero, as has been explained. 

After the basic postage charge has been retrieved 
from the memory, additional memory retrieval cycles 
are initiated for each of the six baxic services which are 
available. In each case, the states of the ?ip-flops 307, 
309, . . . 317 (FIG. 3A) corresponding to the basic ser 
vice are translated into a digital code by a binary coder 
3020, 3022, 3024, 3026, 3028, or 3030 and are passed 
through the gates 3032, 3034, 3036, 3038, 3040, or 
3042 to a number of the lines comprising the IO-line 
address cable. The remainder of the address cable lines 
are supplied with a preset code generated by the preset 
encoder 3010. With the exception of the outputs of the 
binary coder 3024 and 3026 for special delivery and 
special handling, this process is uneffected by the 
weight of the parcel. In the case of special delivery or 
special handling, a second weight logic 3044 checks the 
weight in pounds and varies the outputs of the binary 
encoders 3024 and 3026 in accordance with the 
weight. This allows the cost of these services to vary 
with parcel weight. The scandecoder 378' sequentially 
enables the gates 3032, 3034, . . . 3042 during succes 

sive memory scan cycles of the counter 348 (FIG. 3B). 
Outputs from the scan decoder 378’ (FIG. 3A) are 

also passed to a visual display logic 3044 which gener 
ates signals to enable the AND gates 364, 366, and 368 
(FIG. 3C) associated with the displays 3046, 3048, and 
3050. Since the displays 3046, 3048, and 3050 can 
each be used by either of two special services,‘ it is nec 
essary to provide a means for enabling each display 
only when the service selected by the patron has its cor 
responding gate 3032, 3034, . . . 3042 enabled. A typi 
cal example of the logic which comprises the visual dis 
play logic 3044 is shown at 3052. The logic 3052 deter 
mines whether an insurance or a registration charge is 
displayed on the display 3046. If the patron has se 
lected insurance, an INSURANCE SCAN signal from 
the scan decoder 378’ is enabled to pass through gates 
3054 and 3056 by an INSURANCE SELECTED signal 
which is derived from the insurance push buttons 306. 
If the patron has selected registration, the absence of 
the INSURANCE SELECTED signal prevents the IN- ' 
SURANCE SCAN signal from passing through the gate 
3054, but allows a REGISTRATION SCAN signal from 
the scan decoder 378' to pass through the gates 3058 
and 3056 to enable the AND gate 364 (FIG. 3C) at the 
proper time to load the charge for registration into the 
display 3046. The other elements of the visual display 
logic 3044 are essentially identical to the illustrative 
logic 3052 and are not shown. 

After seven complete cycles of the counter 348 (FIG. 
3B), charges have been loaded into the displays 3012, 
3046, 3048, and 3050 in accordance with the patron‘s 
selections. These same charges have also been summed 
and the sum has been stored in the total cost address 
within the core memory 210. During an eighth cycle of 
the counter 348, the contents of the total cost address 
are retrieved and are stored in the display 3060. This 
completes the scanning process. The next scanning 
cycle can begin immediately or after a delay deter 
mined by the size of the counter 350 or by other appro 
priate means. In the preferred embodiment, scans are 
carried out rapidly enough so that the values displayed 
by the displays 212 do not flicker and appear to change 
instantaneously whenever a patron makes a new selec 
tion. 
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The following paragraphs are directed to the money 
accepting and change making logic shown in FIG. 4. 
References are also made to other ?gures occasionally 
to show how the money accepting and change making 
logic interacts with other sections of the system 200. 
After a patron has completed selecting the postage 

rate which he desires, he depresses the selection com 
plete push button 216 and begins feeding money into 
a coin accepter 201 and into a dollar bill accepter 224 
(FIGS. 1 and 2). When a patron presses the selection 
complete push button 216, the total of the charges 
which he has selected is retrieved from the display 
3060 (FIG. 3C) and is loaded into a buffer 402 (FIG. 
4) and from thence into a decade counter 404 (FIG. 4). 
The patron then deposits money until the amount de 
posited, as indicated by a deposit accumulator 406, 
equals or exceeds the count in the decade counter 404. 
A digital comparator 408 carries out this comparison. 
Each time the patron deposits a coin or a bill, the coin 
accepter 201 or the bill accepter 224 (FIG. 2) supplies 
one of four signals to a comparator 410 (FIG. 4). The 
comparator 410 enables a gate 412 to pass clock pulses 
to both the deposit accumulator 406 and to a counter 
414. When the value stored within the counter 414 
equals the amount of money represented by the signal 
input to the comparator 410, the comparator 410 dis 
ables the gate 412 and resets the counter 414 to zero. 
In this manner, an accurate record of the amount de 
posited is maintained within the deposit accumulator 
406. The total amount of the count within the accumu 
lator 406 is displayed on a credit display 446 (FIG. 1). 
The display 446 is directly connected to the accumula 
tor 406. 
When the amount indicated by the deposit accumula 

tor 406 exceeds the amount stored within the decade 
counter 404, the comparator 408 sends a signal back 
to the system 200 control logic. With reference to FIG. 
2, thisv signal is one of the three signals which enables 
the AND gate 222 to allow the push for postage push 
button 226 to be actuated. If the patron now depresses 
the push for postage push button 226, an output of the 
flip-?op 230 (FIG. 2) is sent back to the change making 
circuits in FIG. 4 to cause the appropriate amount of 
change to be returned to the patron. Clock pulses from 
the control logic are supplied simultaneously to the de 
cade counter 404 and to the change making circuitry 
which is shown in the right hand portion of FIG. 4. 
These clock pulses are allowed to continue until the 
comparator 408 generates a signal indicating that the 
value stored within the decade counter 404 equals the 
value stored within the deposit accumulator 406. The 
signal generated by the comparator 408 causes the con 
trol logic to terminate the ?ow of clock pulses to the 
change making circuitry. The control logic then gener 
ates an ENABLE WHEN CHANGE COUNTED signal 
which causes solenoids to dispense the proper amount 
of change to the patron. ' 
The change making circuitry is placed in operation 

by a single pulse ‘from the control logic. This pulse 
passes through an OR gate 420 and is presented as data 
to a shift register 422 having five stages. The first clock 
or shift pulse loads a first data bit into the first stage of 
the shift register 422. The control logic pulse also sets 
a pair of flip-?ops or registers 416 and 418 which pres 
ent second and third data bits to the inputs of the addi 
tional shift registers 424 and 428. 
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The clock pulses generated by the control logic are 

applied to a shift input of the shift register 422. The 
clock pulses cause the data bit within the shift register 
422 to shift through the register stages and to represent 
the amount of change which is to be given in pennies. 
A serial output of the register 422 is passed through the 
OR gate 420 and back to the serial input of the register 
422 so that this first data bit continues to circulate 
through the shift register 422 always indicating by its 
position the amount of change which is to be given in 
pennies. 
When the data bit ?ows to the output or buffer stage 

of the shift register 422, the data bit is applied as a shift 
pulse to the second shift register 424. The first time this 
happens, the register 424 accepts the second data bit 
from the register 416 through an OR gate 426. The reg 
ister 416 is simultaneously cleared. Subsequent appear 
ances of the first data bit at the output of the ?rst shift 
register 422 cause the second data bit to advance and 
to circulate continuously through the shift register 424 
and the OR gate 426. The position of this second data 
bit indicates the amount of change which is to be given 
in nickels and in dimes, as is indicated in FIG. 4. In a 
similar manner, the serial output of the shift register 
424 is applied to a third shift register 428. Each time 
the second data bit circulates fully through the shift 
register 424, the third data bit is advanced in the regis 
ters 418 and 428. The position of the third bit in the 
shift register 428 then keeps track of the amount of 
change which is to be given in quarters. 
Output signals from the various stages of the shift 

registers 422, 424, and 428 are applied to enabling in 
puts of IO solenoid drivers 430 to 439. When the clock 
pulses have been stopped and the change computation 
process has run to completion, the solenoid drivers 430 
to 439 are enabled by the ENABLE WHEN CHANGE 
COUNTED signal which comes from the system con 
trol logic. The solenoid drivers 430 to 439 which have 
been enabled by bits in the shift registers 422, 424, and 
428 actuate change dispenser solenoids 440 to 449 as 
is indicated in FIG. 4. In this manner, the proper 
amount of change is dispensed to the patron. 
As an example of how the change making circuitry 

functions, assume that the total cost of postage is $9.33 
and that the count stored in the decade counter 404 
(FIG. 4) is 933. Assume that the patron now feeds ten 
one dollar bills into the bill accepter 224 (FIGS. 1 and 
2). As each bill is stored in the escrow 232 (FIG. 2), the 
comparator 410 is supplied with a 1.00 signal. The 
comparator 410 enables the gate 412 10 times and al 
lows the counter 414 to count 100 clock pulses 10 
times. In this manner, 1,000 clock pulses are supplied 
to the count input of the deposit accumulator or 
counter 406. The comparator 408 then generates a 
DEPOSITS>CHARGES signal which enables the AND 
gate 222 (FIG. 2) and which thus enables the push for 
postage push button 226 (FIGS. 1 and 2). 
When the patron depresses the push for postage push 

button 226, the change making circuitry is placed in 
operation. First, a single pulse from the system control 
logic loads data bits into the registers 416 and 418 and 
presents a data bit to a data input of the shift register 
422. The system control logic then commences to gen 
erate clock pulses. These clock pulses are fed into a 
count input of the decade counter 404 and into a shift 
input of the shift register 422. The ?rst such clock pulse 
advances the decade counter 404 to a count of 934 
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(933 plus I) and also loads a data bit into the first or 
I cent stage of the shift register 422. If the ENABLE 
WHEN CHANGE COUNTED signal were generated at 
this point in time, the signal would pass through the so 
lenoid driver 430 and cause the solenoid 440 to return 
one cent of change to the patron. Of course, the EN 
ABLE WHEN CHANGE COUNTED signal is not gen 
erated until the comparator 408 signals that the count - 
stored within the decade counter 404 equals the count ' 
stored within the deposit accumulator 406. 
The system control logic continues to generate clock 

pulses. Each such clock pulse increments the decade 
counter 404 by one count and also shifts the data bit 
within the shift register 422, thus increasing by one 
cent the amount of change which will ultimately be re 
turned to the patron. Each time the data bit within the 
shift register 422 enters the ?nal buffer stage of the reg 
ister 422, the data bit within the register 416 or within 
the shift register 424 is advanced, thus replacing four 
cents worth of change with a nickel, replacing nine 
cents worth of change with a dime, or performing some 
similar change substitution. In a similar manner, each 
time the data bit within the shift register 424 enters the 
buffer stage of the register,-24 cents worth of change 
is replaced with a quarter through a shift of the data bit 
within the register 418 or the shift register 428. In this 
manner, the amount of change which would be re 
turned in response to the ENABLE WHEN CHANGE 
COUNTED signal at any given moment always equals 
the amount which has been added to the count within 
the decade counter 404. 
When the count within the decade counter 404 fi 

nally becomes equal-to the count within the deposit ac 
cumulator 406, the comparator 408 generates the 
DEPOSITS=CHARGES signal. This signal causes the 
control logic to cease generating clock pulses and to 
generate the ENABLE WHEN CHANGE COUNTED 
signal. At this point in time, both the counter 404 and 
the accumulator 406 contain a count of 1,000. Since 
the initial count within the decade counter 404 was 
933, 77 clock_ pulses were required to advance the 
counter 404 to a count of 1,000. These 77 clock pulses 
caused the first data bit within the shift register 422 to 
recirculate l5 times and to ?nally stop in the 2 cent 
stage of the register 422. The recirculation of this first 
data bit caused the second data bit to be transferred out 
of the register 416 and into the shift register 424, and 
also caused the second data bit to recirculate twice and 
to finally stop in the buffer stage of the register 424. 
The recirculation of this second data bit caused the 
third data bit to be transferred from the register 418 to 
the 75 cent stage of the shift register 428. Hence, when 
the ENABLE WHEN CHANGE COUNTED signal is 
aeutally generated, the solenoid drivers 431 and 439 
pass the signal to the three 1 cent solenoids 440 and 
44I, and to the three 25 cent solenoids 447, 448, and 
449. The patron thus receives $0.77 in change. 
The remaining elements shown in FIG. 4 need little 

in the way of explanation. The logic elements 450, 452, 
and 456 reset the other logic elements shown in FIG. 
4. Resetting is initiated by: 3 MASTER RESET signal 
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that is identical to the RESET signal generated by the I 
OR gate 240 in FIG. 2; a CANCEL signal that is identi 
cal to the CANCEL & REFUND signal generated by 
the ?ip-flop 244 in FIG. 2; and a DOOR SWITCH sig 
nal that is generated whenn the patron removes his par 
eel from the scales. In addition, the reset logic 456 
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clears the shift registers 422, 424, and 428 in response 
to the DEPOSITS=CHARGES signal. The deposit ac 
cumulator 406 generates a 25 cent signal when the pa 
tron has deposited 25 cents or more, and this 25 cent 
signal is used to set the ?ip-?op 203 (FIG. 2) and to un 
lock a door which protects the system scales. 
The following paragraphs describe the logical subsys 

tems wich format and which add printer control in 
structions to the basic charges. These logical subsys 
tems are illustrated in FIG. 5 of the drawings. 

After the patron has deposited his money, the patron 
has a choice of actuating the push for postage push but 
ton 226 (FIGS. 1 and 2), thereby commanding the sys 
tem 200 to print out his postage; or of actuating the 
cancel and refund push button 228, thereby cancelling 
out the entire transaction. If the patron chooses to 
press the push for postage push button 226, the ?ip 
?op 230 (FIG. 2) generates signal which passes 
through a time delay 297 and flows to the system pro 
grammer 234. With reference now to FIG. 5, the time 
delay unit 297 is shown in the lower left-hand corner 
of the figure. The signal from the ?ip-?op 230 passes 
through an AND gate 502‘and enables a gate 504 to 
connect a clock 506 to a decade counter 508 that re 
peatedly and sequentially energizes an array of nine 
outputs. When the counter 508 energizes the seventh 
or the ninth output, a signal is generated which passes 
through an OR gate 510 and advances a binary address 
counter 512. The counters 508 and 512 together read 
charges from the core memory 210, format the charges 
as required by the system printer, and store the charges 
in a plurality of sequential addresses within the memory 
210. Printer control instructions are added to the for 
matted charges, and the sequential addresses include 
all the information needed to control the system 
printer. When the address counter 512 reaches a count 
of 48, the counter 512 causes an AND gate 514 to reset 
a ?ip-?op 516, thus disabling the AND gate 502 and 
cutting off the flow of clock pulses from the clock 506 
to the counters 508 and 512. The ?ip-?op 516 and the 
counter 512 are not reset until the entire system 200 is 
reset by the RESET signal which flows from the OR 
gate 240 (FIG. 2). . 

. Before one can gain a full understanding of the cir 
cuitry shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, it is necessary for one 
to have some understanding of the nature of the post 
age printer unit used in‘ conjunction with the present 
invention. The printer used in constructing the pre 
ferred embodiment of the invention is described in the 
above identi?ed Levesque et a1. application. In brief, 
this printer includes: a paper supply having locks and 
a papercutter; a printing assembly including three nu 
meral or digit printers mounted upon a carriage that is 
shiftable to two positions, and a drum or symbol 
printer; a paper takeup mechanism and solenoid; a 
paper dispenser latch for controlling the patron‘s ac 
cess to the printed postage; and a TAKE POSTAGE 
signal lamp for indicating to the patron when his 
printed postage is ready. The printer is arrangedso that 
data from the drum and from the three digit printers 
may be printed simultaneously as a single line on paper. 
If more than three digits are to be printed, the three 
digit printers are shifted laterally on the carriage to a 
position intermediate their former positions and a sec 
ond set of three digits are printed. The print drum 
carries designations as to what the various amounts are 
for, for example ,“basic postage," “special handling,” 
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“special delivery,” etc., and also bears a representation 
of the seal of the United States Post Office at one point 
on its perimeter. The system printer is completely ?exi 
ble and is controlled entirely by circuitry which is 
shown in FIG. 6. The control signals for the circuitry in 
FIG. 6 are generated by the logic which is shown in 
FIG. 5 and which is the present topic of discussion. 

In brief summary, the logic shown in FIG. 5 functions 
as follows. An instruction encoder 518 generates 4-bit 
instruction codes under the control of the address gen 
erator 512. These instruction codes are stored in se 
quential addresses within the core memory 210, again 
under the control of the address generator 512. The in 
struction codes are read out of the memory 210 at a 
later time and are used to control the system printer. 
The printer can print up to three numerals at a time. 
When numeric data is to be printed by the system 
printer, up to three 4-bit BCD digits (12 bits total) 
which are to be printed may be fed into an appropriate 
core memory address along with a 4-bit instruction 
code. If more than three numerals are to be printed at 
a time, the printing must be carried out in two step 
s—the first, third, and ?fth numerals must be printed 
first, and the second, fourth, and sixth numerals are 
printed last as a separate step. Customarily, a multi 
digit'number is extracted from the memory 210 and is 
placed into a register 520. The even 4-bit numerals of 
the muIti-digit number are gated through 'a first l2-line 
gate 522 and into the memory 210 along ‘with a first 
printer instruction code from the encoder 518, and the 
odd 4-bit numerals are gated through a second l2-line 
gate 524 and into the next sequential address within the 
memory 210 along with a separate instruction code 
from the encoder 518. In this manner, the even digits 
are printed ?rst by the numeral printers, and the odd 
digits are printed separately after the numeral printers 
have been shifted. The instruction codes cause the 
printing modules to shift laterally between the printing 
of the even and odd digits, and the odd digits end up 
printed in between the adjacent even digits. 
The following steps are carried out by the logic 

shown in FIG. 5. during the time it takes the counter 
508 to count from 0 to 9: 
0 -— the memory is set to read 
1 — the electronic switch control is switched to the 
number 1 position to access the address lines in 
FIG. 3 

2 - a memory read cycle is initiated . 

3 —~ the 24-line register is enabled to receive the 
memory output data ~ ‘ 

4 —- the electronic switch control is set to position 
number 2 to access the address generator 512 

5 —- the memory is set to write 
6 -—- a memory write cycle is initiated 
7 — the address counter 512 is advanced by one 

count , 

8 - a second memory write cycle is initiated 
'9 — the address counter 512 is again advanced by 

one count. 

The above steps usually extract a postal charge from 
an' address within the memory 210 that is specified by 
the scales 207 and by the push buttons 206 shown in 
FIG. 3A. This retrieval of data is carried out in exactly 
the same manner as similar retrievals were carried by 
the circuitry shown in FIG. 3. The charge passes 
through a gate 526 and into the 24-line register 520 
where the charge is stored. The even digits of the 
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charge pass throughh the gate 522 and are loaded into 
a ?rst memory location along with an appropriate in 
struction code from the encoder 518, and the odd digits 
of the charge pass through the gate 524 and are loaded 
into the next successive memory location along with 
another instruction generated by the encoder 518. The 
gates 522 and 524 are alternatively enabled under the 
control of the least signi?cant bit of the address genera 
tor 512; In this manner, the charge data is formatted 
and stored in the memory 210 along with the appropri 
ate instructions to the printer for controlling the proper 
printout of the charge. 

In addition to charges, a facility number, the'time and , 
date, and a sequence or transaction number are also 
placed sequentially into the memory 210-for printout. 
These data items ?ow through the gates 528, 530, and 
532 under the control of an address decoder 534 that 
decodes the output of the address generator 512. The 
address decoder 534 may or may not be identical to the 
scan decoder 378’ shown in FIG. 3A. 
The particular instructions which are printed depend 

in part upon the class of postage which is selected by 
the patron and also upon the particular special services 
which are selected by the patron. Class selection infor 
mation' is passed directlylfrom the ?ip-?ops 305 (FIG. 
3A) to the instruction encoder 518 (FIG. 5). The pres 
ence or absence of a particular special service is indi 
cated by the contents of the‘ register 520~—if the regis 
ter 520 contains all zeroes,'a"particular service has not 
been selected. A zero detector 536 generates an appro 
priate signal for the instruction encoder 518 whenever 
the register 520 contains zero. 
The particular order in which data is loaded into the 

core memory 210 determines the order which the data 
is printed out by the system printer. Any desired order 
ing of the printed data can be achieved. The following 
table illustrates the ordering of the printed data in the 
preferred embodiment of the invention. In the table, 
the left-most number indicates the memory address in 
which cost data and the instruction code listed to the 

' right are stored. The message is printed by the rotating 
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print drum, except that items enclosed in parenthesis 
are explanatory remarks which are not printed. If a 
number sign follows the message, then a series of digits 
are printed out. A dollar sign indicates that a dollar sign 
is printed along with numeric data. 

TABLE I 

Memory 
Address Message - Instruction Code 
0 (Time and Date) 1 
I I 
g ‘ (Rotate Print Drum) 4 

' 3 

g (Wavy Line) 0 
3 

6 SPECIAL HANDLING 8 it: 9 or 4 
7 4k 9 or 3 
8 SPECIAL DELIVERY $ 4!: 9 or 4 
9 4t: 9 or 3 
[0 RESTRICTED DELIVERY 3 4k 9 or 4 
11 4t: 9 or 3 
I2 CERTIFIED DELIVERY $ 4s 9 or 4 
l3 ' 4k 9 or 3 
14 REGISTRATION S as 9 or 4 
I5 4; 9 or 3 
I6 INSURANCE $ as 9 or 4 
17 as 9 or 3 
18 AIR MAIL 0 or 4 
l9 3 or 3 
20 CLASS 3% 1 or 4 
21 * l or 3 
22 BASIC POSTAGE $ =19. 9 or 4 
23 =k 9 or 3 
24 (Rotate Print Drum - 2 
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and Advance Paper) 
25 3 
26 US. POSTAGE 5 Qt 9 
27 4k 9 
28 (Rotate Print Drum 2 

and Advance Paper) 
29 3 
30 (Rotate Print Drum) 4 
3| 3 
32 (Rotate Print Drum) 4 
33 3 
34 (Shield-Sequence Number) 4;, l 
35 % l 
36 (Shield) 0 
37 3 
38 (Shield) 0 
39 3 
40 (Shield) 0 
4| 3 
42 (Rotate Print Drum 2 

and Advance Paper) 
43 ' 3 

44 (Facility Number) ’ ‘4i 1 
4s * 1 
46 (Rotate PrintDrum 2 

and Advance Paper) 
47 3 
48 (Stop) 

The above sequence of instructions produces a print 
out of postage such as the one illustrated in the Le 
vesque et al. application. Other sequences may be ob 
tained by repositioning the print elements on the print 
drum and by using different combinations of instruc 
tion codes. 

In the above table, wherever a number sign appears 
without a dollar sign, a series of up to six numbers or 
symbols may be printed out with no decimal point. This 
format is used when printing out a class number, a se 
quence number, the date and the time, or a facility 
number. The facility number is permanently wired into 
the machine at a location 554 (FIG. 5) and is obtained 
through a gate 528. The sequence number is stored in 

' a counter 552 that is incremented each time the cir 
cuitry shown in FIG. 5' is placed in operation. The time 
and date are presented by digital clock circuitry 550 
(FIG. 5). _ 
When a number symbol appears above with a dollar 

sign, the instruction codes cause a decimal point to be 
. printed out along with the numbers and one of the 
printed characters is a dollar sign symbol. The four nu 
merals comprising the cost in dollars and in cents pass 
through the l6-line gate 526. A BCD symbol for a dol 
lar sign is supplied by a 4-bit dollar sign code generator 
596 that is enabled at appropriate times by the address 
decoder 534. The decimal point is added between the 
amount in dollars and the amount in cents by the in 
struction code 9, as will be explained. - 
Periodically it is necessary to print out the running 

totals of all the charges for various types of services. 
This is done by a supervisory employee having a special 
postman’s key. A printout of this type is initiated‘by in 
sertion of the postman's key into the system 200. When 
the postmun's key is inserted, the key actuates a one 
shot or digital timing circuit (not shown) and causes a 
POSTMAN‘S KEY signal to be generated. With refer 
ence to FIG. 3B, the POSTMAN'S KEY signal con 
nects the counter 350 to the first address input of the 
core memory 210 through the gates 382 and 374. 
While the gates 382 and 374 are held open, the POST 
MAN‘S KEY signal initiates the operation of the for 
mat circuitry shown in FIG. 5 by applying a pulse to the 
start input of the AND gate 502. The POSTMAN‘S 
KEY signal also supplies a signal to an AND gate 560 
and thus causes extra digits to be added to the printout 
of the basic postage running total. The basic postage 
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running total can over?ow the BCD adder 376 (FIG. 
3C). To prevent loss of these over?ow bits, they are 
stored in a 4-bit counter 377. When the basic postage 
running total is printed, these four extra bits are trans 
ferred through the gate 558 and into the 24 line register 
520 for printout. In this manner, the basic postage run 
ning total can run as high as $999.99 without causing 
a memory over?ow. The POSTMAN’S KEY signal also 
causes the dollar sign to be shifted four bit positions to 
the left to make room for an extra digit during the run 
ning totals printout. 
The remainder of this specification is a detailed dis 

cussion of FIG. 6, the printer control logic. This logic 
retrieves printing instructions from the system memory, 
interprets the instructions, and causes the printer to 
carry out the desired operations. 7 

After all of the necessary printer control information 
has been formatted and stored within the core memory 
210, program control is transferred to the printer con 
trol logic shown in FIG. 6. The printer control logic re 
trieves the formatted data and printer control instruc 
tions, one at a time, from the core memory 210. Nu 
meric or other data which is to be printed is fed directly 
to print module logical units 602, 604, and 606. The 
logical units control the settings of the three numeral 
printers and are of conventional design. The three least 
signi?cant bits of each 4-bit instruction code are fed to 
an instruction decoder 608 which control the overall 
operation of the printer mechanism. The most signifi 
cant bit in each 4-bit instruction code is the decimal 
point bit and is fed directly to a decimal point printing 
solenoid 610 through an AND gate 612. 
The printer control logic is placed in operation by .a 

BEGIN PRINT CYCLEcommand which comes from 
the flip-flop 230 (FIG. 2) through a series of time de 
lays. The BEGIN PRINT CYCLE command is fed into 
a start logic 614 along with clock pulses. The start logic 
614 sets an address counter .616 to zero count. The 
start logic 614 also supplies pulses. through an OR gate 
618 to a print drum drive solenoid 620, causing the so 
lenoid 620 to rotate the print drum 622 to proper start 
ing position. When the drum 622 reaches the proper 
starting position, the drum 622 generates a DRUM AT 
POSITION No. 1 signal which causes the start logic 
614 to terminate the ?ow of pulses to the OR gate 618. 
The start logic 614 unlocks a paper supply lock mecha 
nism 624 and supplies a PERFORM INITIAL CYCLE 
signal to the instruction decoder 608. 

In response to the PERFORM INITIAL CYCLE sig 
nal, the instruction decoder 608 generates a memory 
read cycle pulse and causes the contents of the zeroth 
core memory 210 address to appear at the data output 
of the core memory 210, in accordance with the zero 
setting of the address counter 616. An operation is then 
carried . out in accordance with the instruction code 

which appears at the memory 210 data output. When 
the operation has been completely carried out, a RE 
CYCLE signal increments the address counter 616 and 
also causes the instruction decoder 608 to generate an 
other memory read cycle pulse. Another printeropera 
tion is then carriedout in accordance with the contents 

' of the first core memory 210 address. This process con 
tinues until the first 48 addresses (0 to 47) within the 
core memory ‘210 have been read and their contents 
have been interpreted as printer control instructions. 
An end print cycle logic 626 detects when the address 
counter 616 reaches the count of 48 and supplies an 
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END OF PRINT CYCLE pulse to the instruction de 
coder 608 which pulse terminates the printing process. 
The end of print cycle logic 626 simultaneously actu 
ates an indicia cutter solenoid 628, a paper takeup 
mechanism 630, a dispenser latch 632, and a take post 
age signal light 634. The dispenser latch 632 is a latch 
on the postage and receipt door 636 shown in FIG. 1. 
When the printing process is completed, the paper sup 
ply is locked by the lock 624 and a duplicate printed 
record of the transaction is rolled up on the paper 
takeup mechanism 630. A printed receipt for the pa 
tron and the actual printed postage is cut from a roll by 
the indicia cutter solenoid 228 and the take postage sig 
nal light 634 (FIG. 1) is illuminated. The instruction 
decoder 608 ?nally generates a SYSTEM RESET sig 
nal which is supplied to the OR gate 238 (FIG. 2). 
The particular operation that is carried out is deter 

mined first by the instruction code and secondly by 
whether the address counter 616 is presenting an odd 
or an even count. Bit 13 of the instruction code deter 
mines whether or not the numeral printers are actu 
ated. If bit 13 equals “l," the instruction decoder 608 
supplies an enabling signal to an AND gate 636. When 
all other parts of the printing system (and in particular 
the numeral printers) are ready, the AND gate 636 
supplies a PRINT MODULES pulse to a module 'plat 
ten solenoid 638 and simultaneously sends a MOD 
ULES HAVE BEEN PRINTED pulse through a pulse 
former 640 and an OR gate 642 to the RECYCLE 
input to the instruction decoder 608, thus initiating the 
next instruction. If bit 13 equals “0,” a double RECY 
CLE signal comes from a pulse former 644 and appears 
immediately after the print drum has been indexed. 
The instruction decoder 608 is then recycled immedi 
ately after the print drum is rotated ‘to a new position, 
and no numeral printing is carried out. By way of fur 
ther explanation, the module platen solenoid 638 is 
connected to a platen which is positioned opposite the 
numeral printers. The paper upon which indicia is to be 
printed passes between the platen and the numeral 
printers. The logic elements 602, 604, and 606 cause 
drive solenoids 603, 605, and 607 to position the circu- I 
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line 650 also actuates a drum print logic 646 which in 
turn actuates a drum platen solenoid 648. The solenoid 
648 drives a platen against the print drum 622 and 
causes indicia to be transferred from the drum 622 to 
the paper (not shown) which passes between the drum 
622 and the platen. 

If bits 13-15 of the instruction code are 010, a line 
658 is actuated to cause the drum and paper to be ad 
vanced or without any printing taking place. In re 
sponse to the code 100, the drum is advanced but no 
printing takes place and the paper is not advanced. 
The following is a summary of the various codes to 

which the instruction decoder 608 may respond: 

TABLE II 

BCD Decimal Address 
Instruction Equivalent Counter Operation 
Code 
0000 0 Even Advance paper, 

' print drumv 
rotate drum. 

0001 1 Even Advance paper, 
print drum, 

print numerals, 
rotate drum. 

0001 1 Odd Print numerals 
only. 

0010 2 Even Advance paper, 
rotate drum. 

0011 Y 3 " Odd No action. 
0100 4 Even Rotate drum. 
1001 9 Even _ Advance paper, 

print drum, 
print numerals, 

rotate drum. 
1001 9 Odd Print numerals 

and print 
decimal point. 

When any instruction code is accompanied by 12 bits 
of data, the data is routed directly to module logic ele 
ments 602, 604, and 606. The module logic elements 
602, 604, and 606 actuate the drive solenoids 603, 605, 
and 607 which rotate the numeral printers from initial 

- starting positions to the desired printing positions. The 

40 

lar numeral printers so that the indicia speci?ed by the ’ 
core memory 210 data output lines are presented to the 
paper. The actual printing operation is carried out 
when the module platen solenoid is energized to strike 
the platen against the numeral printers. No numeral 
printing occurs until the solenoid 638 is energized. The 
module logic elements 602, 604, and 606; the drive so 
lenoids 603, 605, and 607; and the numeral printers are 
of conventional design. The mechanical details of this 
printing mechanism are shown in the Levesque et al. 
application. - 

Since it takes two actuations of the numeral printers 
to print a single array of six characters, a paper index 
ing solenoid 654 and a print drum drive solenoid 620 
are actuated by a line 650 only during the printout of 
even addresses. The line 650 is actuated whenever bits 
l4 and I5 of an instruction code are both 0 and when 
the address counter 616 is simultaneously at an even 
count. A signal applied to the line 650 actuates a paper 
indexer logic 652 and the paper indexer solenoid 654, 
thus causing the paper to advance one position. A sig 
nal applied to the line 650 also actuates a drum indexer 
logic 656 which supplies 'a triple pulse group through 
an OR gate 618 to the print drum drive solenoid 620 
and thus rotates the print drum 622 one position. The 
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module logic elements 602,, 604, and 606 simply count 
the number of drive solenoid pulses which they pro 
duce. When the number of pulses is equal to the four 
bit binary number presented by the memory 210 to a 
given module logic element, the element stops actuat 
ing the corresponding drive solenoid and generates a 
MODULE SET signal which is supplied to the AND 
gate 636. The MODULE SET signals partially enable 
the AND gate 636. If the MEMORY BIT 13 = l signal 
is present, then when the module carriage 662 is in the 
proper position as indicated by a CARRIAGE 
STOPPED signal, the AND gate 636 generates the 
PRINT MODULES signal which actuates the module 
platen solenoid 638 and causes the indicia presented by 
the numeral printers to be printed upon the paper. The 
mechanical details of this arrangement are disclosed in 
the Levesque et al. application. I 
The positioning of the numeral printers is controlled 

by a carriage control and decimal point logic 660. The 
logic 660 receives from a numeral-printer carriage 662 
signals indicating whether the carriage is positioned to 
the left or to the right. The logic 660 has an input from 
the least significant bit of the address counter 660 that 
is called the EVEN ADDRESS signal. When the EVEN 
ADDRESS signal is present, the logic 660 generates a 
STEP CARRIAGE signal as needed to shift the car 
riage 662 in one direction; When the EVEN ADDRESS 
signal is absent, the logic 650 generates the STEP 
CARRAIGE signal as needed to shiftthe carriage 662 
in the other direction. Operation of the logic 660 is 
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controlled by a START CARRIAGE signal generated 
by the instruction decoder 608. The decoder 608 thus 
can save time by suppressing the operation of the logic 
660 when no indicia is to be printed out by the numeral 
printers. When the logic 660 detects that the carriage 
is properly positioned, the logic 660 generates a CAR 
RIAGE STOPPED signal which fully enables the AND 
gate 636 and allows the module platen solenoid 638 to 
be energized. 
The decimal point printing solenoid 610 is energized 

by an AND gate 612. The AND gate 612 has three in 
’ puts one of which comes from the most signi?cant bit 

(bit 16) of the instruction code, another of which 
comes from the least signi?cant bit position of the ad 
dress counter 616, and the third of which comes from 
the logic 660. A decimal point is only printed during 
the printed during the printout of an instruction from 
an odd address, when the most signi?cant bit of the in 
struction code is l, and when the logic 660 indicates 
that the carriage 662 is properly positioned (for conve 
nience, the decimal point printer is mounted upon the 
carriage 662 in the preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion). A 

The details of a particular printing mechanism which 
the logic shown in FIG. 6 is designed to control may be 
found in the Levesque et al. application. It is to be un 
derstood, however, that the logic shown in FIG. 6 could 
be modi?ed to control the actuation of any type of au 
tomated printing mechanism suitable for printing out a 
postage receipt. ' 7 

While the prefered embodiment of the invention has 
been described, it will be understood that numerous 
modi?cations and changes will occur to those skilled in 
the art. It is therefore intended by the appended claims 
to cover all such modi?cations and changes as come 
within the true spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 

Letters Patent of the United States is: 
1. A system for dispensing postage or the like com 

prising: 
a memory containing charge data stored in addresses; 
a plurality of manually actuatable switches; 
address code generating means including the manu 

ally actuatable switches for generating memory ad 
dress codes corresponding to the status of the 
switches; ' 

data retrieval means connecting to the address code 
generating means and to the memory for retrieving 
charges from the memory addresses whose address 
codes are generated by the generating means; 

postage dispensing means connecting to the data re~ 
trieval means for dispensing postage as speci?ed by 
the manually actuated switches‘ at a ‘cost ‘deter 
mined-by the charges retrieved from the memory; 

money accepting means for accepting money and for 
generating signals indicative of the amount of 
money accepted; 

deposit accumulating‘means connected to these sig 
nals for keeping track of the total amount depos 
ited; ' 

charge storage means for the charges retrieved from 
the memory; a 

comparison means connecting the deposit accumu 
lating means to the storage means for disabling the 
money accepting means when the amount depos 
ited exceeds the charges; 
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22 
change dispensing means for dispensing an amount of 
change equal to the amount by which the amount 
deposited, as indicated by the deposit accumulat 
ing means, exceeds the charges, as indicated by the 
charge storage means, said change dispensing 
means including a ?rst counter that is initially set 
to zero count and that comprises a plurality of re 
circulating, one-bit shift registers connected in se 
ries, with the data output of one shift register con 
necting to the shift input of the next shift register 
and with the shift input of the ?rst serving as a 
counter input; and 

either said deposit accumulating-means or said 
charge storage means including a second counter 
that is initially set to the amount deposited or to the 
amount of charges, said first and second counters 
then advancing simultaneously until the amount 
presented by said second counter is increased from 
the amount of charges to the amount deposited or 
is decreased from the amount deposited to the 
amount of charges. 

2. A system for dispensing postage or the like com 
prising: 

a memory containing charge data stored in addresses; 
a plurality of manually actuatable switches; 
address code generating means including the manu 

ally actuatable switches for generating memory ad 
dress codes corresponding to the‘ status of the 
switches; '_ ' ' ' _ 

data retrieval means connecting to the address code 
generating means and to the memory for retrieving 
charges from the memory addresses whose address 
codes are generated by the generating means; 

postage dispensing means connecting to the data re 
trieval means for dispensing postage as speci?ed by 
the manually actuated switches at a cost deter 
mined by the charges retrieved from the memory, 
said dispensing means comprising a printer which 
prints out a postage label including indications of 
the type of postage in accordance with the state of 
the manually actuated switches and also the cost of 
the postage in accordance with the charges re 
trieved from the system memory, said printer in 
cluding ?rst means for printing pre-defined indicia, 

, second means for printing characters or numbers in 
response to receipt of data words containing in 
struction codes and code representations of the 
characters or numbers, and third means for print 
ing a decimal point at an appropriate position be 
tween the characters or integers under the control 
of single bit in the instruction code, whereby a mul 
ti-bit code designating the decimal point as a char 
acter is not required. ‘ ‘ 

3. A system for dispensing postage or the like com 
prising: 
a memory containing charge data stored in addresses; 
a plurality of manually actuatable switches; 
address code generating means including the manu 

ally actuatable switches for generating memory-ad 
' dress codes corresponding to the status of‘ the 

switches; 
digital display means for displaying data; 
data retrieval means connecting to the address code 
generating means and to the ‘memory for cyclically 
retrieving charges from the memory ‘addresses 
whose address codes are generated by the generat 
ing means and for displaying said charges by pres 






